A Systemic Review on Staphylococcal Scalded Skin Syndrome (SSSS): A Rare and Critical Disease of Neonates
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Abstract: The symptoms of Staphylococcal scalded skin syndrome (SSSS) include blistering of skin on superficial layers due to the exfoliative toxins released from Staphylococcus aureus. After the acute exfoliation of skin surface, erythematous cellulitis occurs. The SSSS may be confined to few blisters localized to the infection site and spread to severe exfoliation affecting complete body. The specific antibodies to exotoxins and increased clearence of exotoxins decrease the frequency of SSSS in adults. Immediate medication with parenteral anti-staphylococcal antibiotics is mandatory. Mostly, SSSS are resistant to penicillin. Penicillinase resistant synthetic penicillins such as Nafcillin or Oxacillin are prescribed as emergency treatment medicine. If Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) is suspected, antibiotics with MRSA coverage (e.g., Vancomycin or Linezolid) are indicated. Clindamycin is considered as drug of choice to stop the production of exotoxin from bacteria ribosome. The use of Ringer solution to to balance the fluid loss, followed by maintenence therapy with an objective to maintain the fluid loss from exfoliation of skin, application of Cotrimoxazole on topical surface are greatlly considered to treat the SSSS. The drugs that reduce renal function are avoided. Through this article, an attempt has been made to focus the source, etiology, mechanism, outbreaks, mechanism, clinical manifestation, treatment and other detail of SSSS.
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INTRODUCTION

Staphylococcal scalded skin syndrome (SSSS) is counted as one of the major skin infections. In this infection, skin surface of large parts of body gets peeled off and looks like burned skin by hot liquid [1]. SSSS is also called as Ritter von Ritterschein disease, Ritter disease, Lyell disease and staphylococcal necrolysis of epidermis. The disease generally occurs in new borns, having remarkable blistering on superficial surface of skin caused by the exfoliative toxins released from Staphylococcus aureus [2, 3].

The symptoms of this disease include skin surface exfoliation followed by acute erythematous cellulitis [4]. Intensity of SSSS varies from a few watery blisters on some part of skin to a severe exfoliation affecting the entire body surface. These red blisters on skin surface looks like scaled or burned therefore, this infection has been termed as staphylococcal scalded skin syndrome [5]. Toxin producing strains of Staphylococcus aureus produce two exotoxins naming epidermolytic toxins A and B. These toxins form the basis of SSSS infection [6, 7]. Desmosomes (an integral part of skin) acts to adher the adjacent skin cell. The toxins from Staphylococcus aureus bind to molecule (Desmoglein 1) within the desmosome and get broken up in a manner so that skin cells loose adherence [8].

S. aureus and Toxins

Staphylococcus aureus is a gram (+) coccal bacterium and its occurrence is found near nose and nearby skin surface. The cases of pathogenicity of S. aureus is not observed everytime but even in some cases causes skin...
infections such as blisters, lung infections and food poisoning *etc*. Few strains of this pathogenic bacterium often cause infections by releasing the toxins and with some surface proteins, which upon binding causes inactivation of antibodies. MRSA infection is caused by species of bacteria that are resistant to antibiotics being used to cure many ordinary infections. Strains of *S. aureus* secrete several exotoxins of three types [8, 9].

**Superantigens**

Superantigen induces syndrome disease like condition commonly known as toxic shock syndrome (TSS). TSS comprises of type B enterotoxin TSST-1 which causes TSS disease associated with tampon use. The symptom includes pyrexia, rashes on erythematous surface, hypotension like condition, multiple organ working failure, shock and desquamation of skin from epidermis *etc*. Absence of antibody against TSST-1 leads to pathogenesis of TSS [10]. *S. aureus* gastroenteritis is being caused by an enterotoxin produced from some strains of *S. aureus*. The bacteria induced gastroenteritis is self-limiting and identified by vomiting and diarrhea, with recovery time of 8 to 24 h. Other symptoms of this gastroenteritis include presence of nausea, vomiting, diarrhea and severe pain in lower abdomen [11, 12].

**Exfoliative toxin (EF)**

This kind of toxin is mostly observed in the case of infants and young children having Staphylococcal infection. The nurseries associated with hospitals may also posses EF. The released exfoliative toxins and their protease activity cause peeling off effect on skin surface [13].

**Other toxins**

Some other Staphylococcal toxins acting upon cell surface are alpha (α) toxins, beta (β) toxin, delta (δ) toxin, and Panton-Valentine leukocidin (PVL). PVL toxin is related with intense necrotizing pneumonia specially in children [14, 15]. Recent study has revealed that PVL encoding conducted on bacteriophage occurring in community associated MRSA strains has opened new opportunity of further research.

**Carriers of *S. aureus***

The carriage from nose contains strains of *S. aureus* in 35% of the population but this percentage may vary depending upon age and race. The patients of contact dermatitis, psoriasis and cutaneous T-cell lymphoma and atopic dermatitis are pronounced carrier of *S. aureus*. The outbreak of SSSS may be correlated with such carriers [16]. The occurrence of bacteria in neonates is very common especially on the skin, eyes, wound surface and umbilical stumps. The nursing homes and hospitals are counted as common sources of *S. aureus*, because of insufficient infection control practices, e.g. regular hand wash and cleaning stethoscopes between each patient. Newborns are at high risk of SSSS as bacteria are colonized within 6-days of birth. A study revealed that around 80% cases of SSSS occur in neonates, which are discharged from hospitals, especially in areas where the antiseptic umbilical cord care is discouraged. So far as the outbreak of SSSS is concerned, more bacterial colonization in neonates occurs from nursery attendants rather than mothers [17 - 19].

**RISK ASSOCIATED WITH SSSS**

Neonates and children of age group less than 5 years are generally at high risk of SSSS. In order to combat against SSSS, in childhood, body acquires lifelong immunity in form of antibodies against exotoxins of staphylococcal strain, which reduces the chance of SSSS in older children and adults [20]. Reduced immunity against bacterial exotoxins and imperfect renal clearance enhance the chance of SSSS in the neonates. The reason behind the fact includes that exotoxins are cleared through kidneys. It indicates that irrespective of age and sex, immunocompromised individuals and patients of renal failure are at risk of SSSS [21].

**SPREADING OF SSSS**

Infection arising from staphylococcal bacteria produces two types of toxins which include epidermolytic toxins A and B. An asymptomatic adult carrier of *S. aureus* transfers the bacterial strain into the neonates. Recent study has reported that about 15-40% of humans carry the *S. aureus* in their skin without any sign and symptom of infection [22, 23].

In neonates, the immune and renal systems are underdeveloped therefore; chance of occurrence of SSSS is more in neonates. Very rarely, SSSS infection occurs in adults, but the chances in immunocompromised and renal failure
patients’ cannot be ignored, as well as the patients taking the immune suppressant drugs or undergoing chemotherapy.

The staphylococcus bacteria are transferred from person to person by sharing towels or by droplets of coughing. Apart from this, persons who carry the bacteria but have no sign and symptom of infection can also transmit bacteria. Source of \textit{S. aureus} is body organs including throat, ears and eyes [24, 25].

\textbf{SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS OF SSSS}

In general, starting symptom of SSSS includes fever and redness on entire surface the skin. Within 24-48 h, blisters with fluid accumulation are formed on the entire body. The blisters are ruptured and the resulting area appears as a burn. Large area of skin surface is peeled off or fall away showing the symptoms of exfoliation or desquamation.

In the SSSS, skin peeled off with gentle touch and leaves wet red areas appearing as burned skin (Nikolsky's sign) [26, 27].

\textbf{Symptoms on Skin}

In the area of groin, armpits, nose and ears, fluid accumulated blisters looking like tissue paper. The skin rashes spread rapidly into other legs and trunk. Diaper area of newborns is a very common place of skin rashes associated with SSSS. After 24 h of infection, the skin surface is peeled off in small sheets, leaving moist and reddish area on topical surface. Other symptoms of SSSS include intense pain around the infection site, weakness, fatigue and dehydration [28].

\textbf{IDENTIFICATION OF SSSS}

The appearance of skin itself clearly shows symptoms of SSSS. The oozed liquid or pus wrapped in cotton swab is used to identify the presence of the staphylococcal bacteria. Blood test is conducted in some cases to confirm the infection. Small skin piece is generally sent for microscopic examination [28].

In order to diagnose, the healthcare provider asks about the child’s symptoms and medical history. The tests of skin biopsy and culture examination may also be performed to confirm the disease condition.

\textbf{Biopsy of Skin sample}

Small skin sample is observed under the microscope.

\textbf{Culture test}

Culture test is performed to check the presence of specific bacteria. For culture, sample of blood, urine, nose, throat and skin are used. For neonates, culture of the umbilicus is done to diagnose SSSS [28, 29].

The main diagnostic features of SSSS are burn like epidermal exfoliation and damage of soft mucosa including oral mucosa and even in some cases vaginal mucosa. Few drugs have potential to cause toxic epidermal necrolysis (TEN). Irrespective of drug induced tissue necrosis, in SSSS, there is necrolysis in all epidermal layers and prominent infiltration to the mucous membranes.

In the United Kingdom (UK), diagnosis of SSSS depends on clinical grounds, supported by the presence of \textit{S. aureus} in nasal, conjunctival, pharyngeal, umbilical \textit{etc}. but reliability of these parameters is still questionable [30]. In UK, the isolates are sent to the Public Health Laboratory (PHL), London, where the \textit{S. aureus} would be phage typed. The presence of \textit{S. aureus} in phage group II will strongly support the diagnosis of SSSS, even though other phage types show an identical clinical features [31]. For more confirmation, the PHL use immunological Ouchterlony method for toxins, which fails in sensitivity and specificity [32].

Serological gel immunoprecipitation, radioimmunological assays (RIA), enzyme linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA), gene sequence detection by DNA hybridization and polymerase chain reaction (PCR) are recently developed detection system for exfoliative toxins of SSSS [33]. False positive results might be observed in serological evaluation because of protein A (a 42 kDa protein produced by over 90% of \textit{S. aureus}), as it binds with constant (Fc) domain of immunoglobulins (IGs). The major drawback of these diagnostic techniques is that these are mean for laboratory-based research rather than clinical applications and the techniques are too costly and time consuming for routine analysis [34].
DIFFERENTIAL FEATURES OF SSSS IN DIAGNOSIS

1. Since past years, SSSS and TEN were assumed as same due to similarity in clinical characteristics. However, the pattern of skin peeling differs and TEN occurs due to drug reaction. However, using the skin biopsy can clearly differentiate between the two [35].

2. The exotoxin produces toxic shock syndrome and fever, which is called as Staphylococcal scarlet fever. This fever affects mainly children and the simple erythematous rash, without blisters or Nikolsky's sign, which is observed on days 5-10 followed by desquamation.

3. Pemphigus (group of autoimmune disorders having blistering of the skin and/or mucosal surfaces) differs from SSSS [36]. The word Pemphigus was used to include most bullous eruptions but better diagnostic tests intended for reclassification of bullous diseases. The bullae are superficial and confined to the epidermal layer. This is different to bullous pemphigoid in which bullae are on subepidermal surface. The major subclasses of the disorder are mentioned below with clinical characteristic and immunological attributes [37]:
   i. Pemphigus vulgaris (PV): It is the very common and accounts for 70% of pemphigus cases.
   ii. Pemphigus foliaceus (PF): The main characteristic feature of PF is the presence of skin lesions but this is directly related with antibodies to desmoglein 1 (DSG1).
   iii. Others: This class includes Pemphigus herpetiformis, IgA pemphigus, paraneoplastic pemphigus and IgG/IgA pemphigus and these forms are observed very rarely.

INVESTIGATION

The collected skin swabs are subjected to bacteriological confirmation and antibiotic sensitivities to identify the SSSS. The frozen skin biopsies of the lesions may be used to confirm the SSSS. In general, skin blisters give negative result in culture test, but \textit{S. aureus} develops from some prominent site of infection as umbilicus, conjunctiva, breast, surgical wound, nasopharynx, blood. The patient and immediate relatives should be screened for asymptomatic nasal carriers of \textit{S. aureus} [28].

The diagnosis of SSSS may be confirmed by the biopsy (taking a tissue sample of the infected area and microscopic examination of bacterial culture (by colonizing the collected sample to identify the causative organism).

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

The skin is the largest organ in the human body containing five sublayers \textit{viz}. Stratum corneum, Stratum lucidum, Stratum granulosum, Stratum spinosum, Stratum germinativum (Fig. 1). Below to the epidermis, a layer of dermis exists which is comprised of some tissues and acts to cushion the dermis from stress. Desmosome is a cell organelle responsible for adhesion among cells. Desmosomes are localized and spot-like structure but systemically arranged on the lateral end of cell membranes. The main action of desmosomes is to resist shearing forces and is found in simple and stratified squamous epithelium. In relation with SSSS, desmosomes are directly concerned [38, 39]. The desmosomes found in muscle tissue act to bind muscle cells to one another.

![Epidermis Anatomy](image)

*Fig. (1). Anatomy of skin epidermis.*
Exfoliative toxin A released from *Staphylococcus aureus*, causes blisters in skin surface and is known as staphylococcal scalded-skin syndrome. The toxin causes loss of cell adhesion in the epidermis. The skin damage is caused by release of epidermolytic toxins [40]. The released toxins are biochemically serine proteases and are circulated from a localized source, leaving epidermal erosion at distant sites (Fig. 2). It results into breakage of the desmogoglobin 1, which acts as adhesion molecule, breaking up the skin by inhibiting the adhesion of skin cells. The detachment of superficial skin surface is the main symptom of SSSS. The exfoliative toxin attacks on Desmogoblin, which is responsible for cell-cell sticking leading to superficial lesion [41, 42].

![Pathophysiology of SSSS.](image_url)

**Fig. (2). Pathophysiology of SSSS.**

**TREATMENT OF SSSS**

Supportive nursing care and focus to provide the fluid and electrolyte results in quick recovery from SSSS. Hospitalization is required to treat SSSS because antibiotics through intravenous route (*i.v.*) are necessary for absolute recovery from SSSS. Flucloxacillin (a penicilllinase resistant, anti-staphylococcal antibiotic) is used sometimes. Oral antibiotics are also used after few days of treatment to replace antibiotics of *i.v.* route. In general, the patient of SSSS gets discharged from hospital with 6-7 days but advised to continue treatment afterwards, may be upto 15 days. Moist and ruptured skin surface require a layer of bland emollient to reduce tenderness. Paracetamol is usually first line drug to treat fever and pain associated with SSSS. It is given when necessary. Skin surface requires intense care as the skin is very fragile in SSSS patient. Topically, the therapy including either Fusidic acid or Mupirocin is applied as these drugs have proven cases of bacterial resistance [43, 44]. Intravenous immunoglobulin had also been recommended to combat Staphylococcal scalded skin syndrome, but a recent study associates its use with prolonged hospitalization [45]. In a case reported in 2015, they used a double antibiotic therapy combining ceftriaxone and aminoside and also added i.v. route. In general, the patient of SSSS gets discharged from hospital with 6-7 days but advised to continue treatment afterwards, may be upto 15 days. Moist and ruptured skin surface require a layer of bland emollient to reduce tenderness. Paracetamol is usually first line drug to treat fever and pain associated with SSSS. It is given when necessary. Skin surface requires intense care as the skin is very fragile in SSSS patient. Topically, the therapy including either Fusidic acid or Mupirocin is applied as these drugs have proven cases of bacterial resistance [43, 44]. Intravenous immunoglobulin had also been recommended to combat Staphylococcal scalded skin syndrome, but a recent study associates its use with prolonged hospitalization [45]. In a case reported in 2015, they used a double antibiotic therapy combining ceftriaxone and aminoside and also added i.v. route. In general, the patient of SSSS gets discharged from hospital with 6-7 days but advised to continue treatment afterwards, may be upto 15 days. Moist and ruptured skin surface require a layer of bland emollient to reduce tenderness. Paracetamol is usually first line drug to treat fever and pain associated with SSSS. It is given when necessary. Skin surface requires intense care as the skin is very fragile in SSSS patient. Topically, the therapy including either Fusidic acid or Mupirocin is applied as these drugs have proven cases of bacterial resistance [43, 44]. Intravenous immunoglobulin had also been recommended to combat Staphylococcal scalded skin syndrome, but a recent study associates its use with prolonged hospitalization [45]. In a case reported in 2015, they used a double antibiotic therapy combining ceftriaxone and aminoside and also added i.v. route. In general, the patient of SSSS gets discharged from hospital with 6-7 days but advised to continue treatment afterwards, may be upto 15 days. Moist and ruptured skin surface require a layer of bland emollient to reduce tenderness. Paracetamol is usually first line drug to treat fever and pain associated with SSSS. It is given when necessary. Skin surface requires intense care as the skin is very fragile in SSSS patient. Topically, the therapy including either Fusidic acid or Mupirocin is applied as these drugs have proven cases of bacterial resistance [43, 44]. Intravenous immunoglobulin had also been recommended to combat Staphylococcal scalded skin syndrome, but a recent study associates its use with prolonged hospitalization [45]. In a case reported in 2015, they used a double antibiotic therapy combining ceftriaxone and aminoside and also added i.v. route. In general, the patient of SSSS gets discharged from hospital with 6-7 days but advised to continue treatment afterwards, may be upto 15 days. Moist and ruptured skin surface require a layer of bland emollient to reduce tenderness. Paracetamol is usually first line drug to treat fever and pain associated with SSSS. It is given when necessary. Skin surface requires intense care as the skin is very fragile in SSSS patient. Topically, the therapy including either Fusidic acid or Mupirocin is applied as these drugs have proven cases of bacterial resistance [43, 44]. Intravenous immunoglobulin had also been recommended to combat Staphylococcal scalded skin syndrome, but a recent study associates its use with prolonged hospitalization [45]. In a case reported in 2015, they used a double antibiotic therapy combining ceftriaxone and aminoside and also added important rehydration, antipain, and skin care with eosin liquid of 1% [46].

After start of blistering on skin surface in SSSS, initial 48 h are treated as critical but afterwards the disease is not considered as contagious keeping in view the fact that the appropriate antibiotics have been administered. The antibiotic treatment generally last in 7-10 d but some cases of MRSA require longer treatment depending on the intensity and spectrum of infection [47].

The children recover well from SSSS but the left outward signs of SSSS appear bad and healing of skin lesions completes within 5-7 days of initial treatment.

**OUTBREAKS OF SSSS**

The SSSS is not a very common disease throughout world. The first noticed outbreak of SSSS was in Ireland. In available literatures related with SSSS, a small number of outbreaks have been observed [48]. However, infections associated with *S. aureus* are increasing. From maternity and neonatal perspective, the staphylococcus infection (both methicillin-sensitive and resistant) is a matter of concern.

In one recent study, a massive outbreak of the SSSS with an unusual phage pattern was recorded during a 115-day
period and study involved 68 neonates. The exfoliative dermatitis was observed in 24 neonates, and bacterial strains were isolated from 23 neonates. Eight babies had generalized staphylococcal scarlet fever [49]. Therefore, chance of outbreaks may not be neglected and especially in neonatal sections, it may be difficult to control. In case of outbreak of SSSS, either in neonatal care unit or at children caring centre, the possibility of a staphylococcal carrier in the nearby area should be screened. In order to manage the problem associated with outbreak of SSSS, the healthcare personnel, nursing care staff or visitors or infected persons with *S. aureus* should be identified. Upon identification of such persons, appropriate eradication medicines are to be given [48, 49]. To avoid any further infections, the concerned should follow strict hand washing with antibacterial soap [50].

**COMPLICATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH SSSS**

The danger of SSSS lies in the fact that a different type of bacteria may invade some areas of the skin and may culminate complicated blood stream infection [51]. Loss of body fluid occurs when skin peels away, and the residual layer dries out; fluid loss is a critical issue at this time. As always, good hygiene can prevent the bacteria. In case of an outbreak, the nasal smears of neonates and staff associated should be examined. Improperly treated infections get worse. In SSSS, continous loss of fluid causing dehydration may worse the condition. Other complications include poor temperature control in young infants, septicemia (blood stream infection), Hair follicle infections including Staphylococcal folliculitis, boils, dermatitis, scabies, diabetic ulcers [52, 53].

**Cellulitis**

It occurs upon spreading of infection to a deeper layer of skin. It produces symptoms including reddish and inflamed skin with pain. The situation can usually be corrected with antibiotics and analgesics to reduce the pain.

**Guttate psoriasis**

In this, skin is noninfectious which may develop in teenagers after a bacterial infection but it occurs after a generalized throat infection. In this psoriasis, small, red, droplet-shaped, scaly patches are observed on the chest, arms and scalp. Antibacterial creams are applied on topical surface to control the symptoms and in some cases; the condition gets better even after 6-7 days.

**Septicaemia**

Septicaemia is a kind of bacterial infection of the blood. It causes diarrhea, cold, clammy skin, fever, vomiting, hypotension, confusion, faint feeling, dizziness and loss of consciousness [54].

**Scarring**

In rare cases, impetigo turns to scars. Scarring is considered as result of scratching at blisters, or sores. In general, the blisters and crusts do not leave a scar if left to be healed. The mark produced due to blisters disappears. The redness gradually diminishes varying from few days to few weeks.

**Post-streptococcal glomerulonephritis (PSG)**

It is an infection associated with small blood vessels in the kidneys. The symptoms of PSG are reddish-brown color of urine, abdominal swelling (tummy) and ankles, hematuria, reduced amount of urine. Patients suffering from PSG require immediate medical treatment and their blood pressure should be monitored carefully. PSG can be fatal in adults, but the cases of children are very rare.

**PREVENTION OF SSSS**

In order to prevent SSSS, several facts are to be considered which includes following points [55]:

i. Antibacterial/ antiseptic soap are to be used in hand wash.
ii. Clean towel or fresh clothing are to be used to dry the body or hands.
iii. The linens and clothes are to be washed in hot water.
iv. Antibacterial products are to be used in cleaning wall.
v. The fingernails must be short to avoid any contamination.
vi. Schools and childcare centers are to be avoided when the infection is in contagious form.
vii. The personal hygiene items should not be shared.
viii. Washing hands before touching any damaged or broken skin.
ix. In cases of mild infections, bacterial colonizing can be prevented in the nostril and under the fingernails with antibiotic creams like Fusidic Acid or by using petroleum jelly several times daily, for a week of each month.

FUTURE PERSPECTIVE IN SSSS

Progress in our understanding of SSSS is improving at an exciting end. The toxins for the exfoliation in SSSS have been identified, characterized and their structure elucidated. More recently, the epidermal target has been identified and this has explored an exciting avenue for further research [56, 57]. Particularly, by analyzing the 3D structure of the complex of exfoliative toxins desmoglein-1, structural biologists should be able to confirm their speculated mode of action. Recently, research on SSSS involved injecting exfoliative toxin into live new born animals. At present, this process can be repeated in the lab by the toxin incubation with desmoglein-1 and measuring degradation of the latter. This type of simple and quick assay can be used to compare difference in properties of the various toxin serotypes. In particular, it may explain how ETC and S. hyicus exfoliative toxin A are able to induce exfoliation without conserving the serine-histidine-aspartate active site. In addition, site-directed mutagenesis can be used to produce mutant toxins to understand the properties of the toxins, such as their species specificity and their unique enzymatic and superantigenic activities. Differences in the amino acid sequence or the 3D structure of desmoglein-1 could explain the species specificity of the different toxin serotypes, while desmoglein-1 polymorphism may explain why only a small proportion of individuals who are exposed to exfoliative toxins develop the disease.

The possibility of new avenue in the field of SSSS include investigation and application of rapid, specific and sensitive diagnostic tests using desmoglein-1 as antigen for quantification of toxin in plasma or other biological fluids taken from suspected persons of SSSS. The future prospect includes synthesis of analogues of the toxin-binding regions of desmoglein-1 to inhibit the toxins and therefore, prevent exfoliation, in the similar pattern as it has been shown with L. monocytogenes, whose ability to invade epithelial cells and it can be inhibited by N-terminal fragments and recombinant proteins of E cadherin (CDH-1 gene) [58]. Most of the pediatric cases of SSSS get well with antibiotics and supportive care, treatment with desmoglein-1 analogues could be used for high risk cases such as adults with underlying diseases, children with extensive disease and immunocompromised patients. Such treatment may also be life saving in cases due to multidrug resistant S. aureus, where antibiotic treatment itself is not sufficient. A better understanding of the mechanism of action of the exfoliative toxins should also culminate to develop wide and more exciting applications. The better understanding of mechanism may be used by dermatologists to induce localised exfoliation to remove superficial skin lesions. Additionally, the binding site of desmoglein-1 of the toxins could be used to stabilise. This may protect the protein from destruction. Similarly, the targeting domain of the toxins which gives them such a specific site of action could be used to deliver drugs, such as chemotherapy, to a localized region within the epidermis. Another area that requires further research involves identification of factors that lead to development of the disease. In general, 1/3 population carries S. aureus commensally and out of total bacterial percentage, around 5% of these strains produce exfoliative toxin but only small proportion develop SSSS and generalized exfoliation. It is also possible that a triggering factor in either the organism or the host may be needed to produce the toxin, or the bacterial strain may continuously producing the toxins but the toxins would be prevented from reaching the epidermis, either locally on skin surface or in the blood.

The toxins released from bacterial strain cross the mucous layer and endothelium of blood vessels. The mechanism of this fact needs to be investigated. Researchers have studied about the staphylococcal toxic shock syndrome toxin-1 and enterotoxins A and B which is essential for crossing the gut layer. A synthetic peptide based has also been identified which is able to significantly reduce transcytosis [59]. The exfoliative toxins may serve as target for development of vaccines in future to eradicate SSSS.

CONCLUSION

SSSS is a critical syndrome in which acute exfoliation of the skin occurs followed by erythematous cellulitis. The main causative agent behind the fact is exfoliative toxins of S. aureus. Most of the cases of SSSS are cured absolutely, specially when treatment starts in a very early stage of disease. Upon complete cure, Any visible difference or lasting marks to the skin surface does not appear. SSSS is treated with oral antibiotics (may be given by i.v. in severe cases). The area of skin surface requires cleansing and dressings with antiseptic cream. Emergency medical treatment is required in condition of imbalance fluid or salt.
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